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Abstract: This paper reports our work during 1987-1990 at ITC - Romanian Academy, Branch of Iasi, namely the automate translation system from English into Romanian, CHALLENGER 1.0. It was based mainly on ATNs and it reached a demonstrative level.

The system was presented at "Zilele Academice Ie^eene", in 1989 and then to the national symposium on computer science INFO-iasi 1989, but no written paper reported it. Now, because we are preparing a second version of this system, based on HPSCG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammars introduced by Pollard and Sag in 1987), we decided to take the opportunity to (re)make this report for the "Development and Application Systems" Symposium in Suceava, 1994.

The Challenger automate translation system was in fact made out of two main sub-systems:

The first sub-system was a bilingual (in fact possibly multilingual) database managing system with
- a grammar describing the English and Romanian morphology, and
- a set of files containing lexical entries and different (derivational and interlingual) relationships between them;
- an automate procedure to generate (and eventually to edit/correct) derivational entries, starting from the root and the morphological category of a given word;
- an extension of the precedent procedure to linguistic database generation from the scratch (or text files) in a user manageable format, also modularly expandable. (About 2,000 words were first introduced in the database, and then we've extended it to about 5,000 words)

The second sub-system of CHALLENGER did
- the English phrase syntactic analysis preceded by lexical and morphological feature decoration of words according to the database. In fact, the syntactic analysis was based on ATNs (Augmented Transition Networks, see Aho and Ullman, 1973), but unfortunately we've implemented only particular ATNs for different kind of sentences noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases, prepositional phrases, etc., but no general procedure was incorporated for ATN definition and implementation;
- English to Romanian structure translation using some transformational rules (including person and gender agreement refining, relative position changing, etc.);
- Romanian text generation, starting from the syntactic structure obtained so far and using lexical entries, until the phrase linear level is reached.

The translated text complexity could be illustrated by the following text which served us as a demonstrative one:
This is the first public demonstration of our achievements in computational linguistics. You will see, the smartest translation system in our country will be this. Who are the authors? We are two young programmers who studied informatics to the university of our town. I am a clever boy, but she is a pretty girl. The system began to work at the end of the precedent year. It's first translation was:

- We wish you a very happy new year!
- Surely, it is only the beginning.
- Thinking to the future development of the system, we invite you to see us the next year.

CHALLENGER was implemented in the C programming language. The files in the linguistic database were:

- WORD records of different lexical spelling of words;
- LEXICON lexical characterisation of words, alphabetically ordered;
- DICTIONARY morphological characterisation of 'roots' of word families;
- TRANSLATION 'root' words, from one language to another;
- INDEX entries for index tables, to provide a rapid access to the other files.

The entry texts were introduced to the translation process either from keyboard or on ASCII files. The output was provided on screen and optionally on ASCII file. The grammars were given on a text file under a binary tree format.

Further Work: The work was stopped after our transfer in 1990 to the "A. I. Cuza" University of Iasi at the Computer Science Department, respectively the Mathematical Research Institute of the Romanian Academy, branch of Iasi, but as the first author continues his work in the Natural Language Processing domain, especially in the field of HPSGs, a second version of CHALLENGER will be elaborated in the near coming future.
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